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{Brag} My Stunning DVSO grew up :) - Childless Tipped Dragon Starter 15k! Made Valentines Day! <3

Forums Adoptables General Into the Woods - Ooo.. What was that?! - Story Plot RP
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Main ITW website:
http://itwcritters.com

(a place to see all species / options and lots of other info!)

Need to find your ITW? - Click below for the Owners Database
http://itwcritters.com/itw

~ First of all - a huge thank you to melodys_angel for the development of this event.
It all started back one cold december evening when we were chatting together and just pouring
out ideas of future events we would like to see happen. At that time this RP was only a dream ....
a glimmer of hope in our eyes but after a lot of work (mostly on melody's part) - the story line and
some very special guardians are finally complete and ready to present to you.
We have many new things to introduce to the world of ITW with this plot line , and I'd like to give
a huge thank you to Luna and Mattlock for the new species we will be introducing including a
ONE of a KIND custom posed species as well 0_0
This should be a bunch of fun - I hope you are all ready for this !! 

Type of RP:
~ This RP is going to be a guided plot RP.
We have never had this type of a RP in ITW before - so it will be a new experience for all of us!
Basically, we will have our 'hosts' walk you through a story line ... meeting new characters ,
interacting with them and trying to gather more and more information about the plot in this way.
I hope that it won't be too 'restricting' - I do want you all to have freedom to roam about and have
fun if you like... but interacting with the plot line will be the best way to be involved in this type of
a RP.. and will allow for story progression and fulfillment. 

We will be watching your progress throughout the event , and at the end we will award various
prizes to some RP'ers depending on different criteria we setup.
~ Things such as: (Most helpful , Most Creative , Most Humorous, Most Inquisitive, Zany, and a
few others)

We want you to enjoy yourselves! Have fun , meet new friends and discover a whole new side to
ITW while you are here 

~ This will be a long RP - so feel to join in at any time by posting a character profile and jumping in
just like you are with us  RP a bit on how you joined us ... maybe come out of shadows hearing
all the chatter or something  

Mailing list:
~~~
If you would like to be added to a mailing list - to get updated mailings on new events for ITW

please send a polite PM over to the account Into the Woods - and request to be added 
~ Sometimes I run special mailing list sales / events - so it does pay to be on it hehe!

Association: You can also be added to the Into the Woods association - Just send a PM to Into the

Woods with the title "Let me in!"  
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Rules and Introductions 

Rules
Honestly I only have a few rules I want to enforce during this RP , and it is only to make sure
everything stays in an orderly fashion ^_^ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1. No God Modding - Do not take control of a character/critter that you don't own .. or their
environment
2. Mild Violence Permitted
3. Mild Romance Permitted
4. G-Rated (of course since this is PI!) 

5. No Chatspeak/whining/begging , Please be courteous to others 

6. OOC Chat (non RP chat) should have OOC in front of it , so that RP'ers don't get confused!  
~ It just helps is all 

7. 3 sentence minimum ( if you are going to RP , please no 'one-liners' .. I want substance  ) 
8. You do have freedom with this RP , but please maintain a focus on the true nature of the
particular RP and try to go along with what is being said. We want everything to flow nicely and

get from point A to B without too many distractions 
9. Please Introduce your characters before you start RP by filling out the following form and
posting it in the thread 
(( you can find your images here: http://itwcritters.com/itw))
10. It is nice to 'bold' characters names or references to characters you are speaking with. This will
alert them that they are spoken to .. and can help immensely in the flow of things!
Example: 
~ Fae looked over the leader of the group (Bevelle) - and asked her "How are you doing .. do you
need help?"

Introducing yourself!
~ before you start RP'ing please introduce yourself and your critters/guardians that you will be
RPing
~ You can post these starting at anytime - just make sure it is done before you begin RP'ing

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Made-Up Character Introductory Form:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Character Name:
Character Physical Description:
Personality:
if a guardian - what are they the guardian of:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Currently Owned ITW (critter/guardian) Introductory Form:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Character (adoptable) Name:
Image:
In depth description:
personality:

~ remember with guardians - they are the guardian of 'something' ... have that tie in with your
RP for a lot of fun and variety! 
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Your Hosts!
Bevelle & Sleepy - melodys_angel & faerain 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Owners Introductory Form:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Character (adoptable) Name: Bevelle, Guardian of Time
Image: 

In depth description:
Bevelle is a gentle guardian adorned in shimmering irridesent purple and blue threads and tends to
keep her hair long. She is at one with events of the past invoving her immidiate actions, but its
difficult for her to reach into the past to find something she doesnt know without taking time to do
it. Somewhat wise and one that is usually gone to for help, shes happy to assist where she can
but hates it when someone or something goes up to her to abuse her hospitality or has ill actions
to her knowledge.
Her history is unknown, sections of it even to her. She gravitates to familiar things; things that
make her comfortable. A very brave girl when she has to be.

personality:
Bevelle is pretty easy to befriend and is calm and gentle by nature but will step up to the plate and
do something if its the right thing.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Owners Introductory Form:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Character (adoptable) Name: Sleepy, Guardian of Dreams
Image:

In depth description:
All warm and snuggly in her pajamas, sleepy is the vision of 'cute'!
The jammies are a soft purple and made of a micro-fleece material. Heart shaped buttons , and
soft little slippers complete the look.
White pigtail ringlets adorn the top of her head , tied up in cute bows and bouncing all over. 
In her arms you can see a tattered (well loved) velveteen rabbit snuggled close to her.
A sprinkling of freckles decorates her cheeks and nose , and her blue eyes shine with a happiness
you can only find in the pure of heart.

personality:
This little gal is sweet, quiet, kind, and of course sleepy LOL. 
She is always ready to find a place to curl up and take a nap. 
Her collection of stuffed animals at home is huge .. and so she is always looking for new ones to
add to the pile. Sometimes poor baby ITW critters some how make their way into her arms
thinking they are stuffed and cuddly. 
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Story Progression

~ Little updates will appear here to let you know how the story is progressing - look at the thread
for much more detailed descriptions as we will not be posting them all here.
(Wayyy too much info for that coming! hehe) 
(ITW line/species introductions will be posted in green on here!)

~ Intro - found two posts below this one
~ BOOM!!!! Smoke!! What happened ? Let's all go find out!
~ Headed deep into the woods - found a ancient stone path .... following it now!
~ Came up to a cavern and what looks to be a old tomb/gravesite - inhabited by warrior ghosts!
http://neoglobes.com/new/ghostlovepair.jpg
(introduced the new 'armor' option for guardians by loneisledruid and templated by MA)
~ Eeek a girl wielding lightning just came into view - what is this!
~ Ah , the girl's name is Kirah and she told us where to go .. to find the answers to our questions
~ Met a tiny baby phoenix - poor little thing
(introduced the new 'phoenix' species by Luna and Mattlock)
Baby: http://neoglobes.com/new/2.jpg
Male adults: http://neoglobes.com/new/phoenix2.jpg
Female adults: http://neoglobes.com/new/blackphoefemale.jpg
~ Found some elemental twins - seems they know Kirah the lightning girl ... 
Wait .. Elementals ?? 
(introduced the Elementals line edits by melody , and the upturned hands by Luna and Mattlock)
http://neoglobes.com/new/twni.jpg
~ Woot - we have a quest now! (A quest .... come on really ? ... lol how - treasure-hunterish of
you guys)
~ We must find the four elemental shards from the temple! *nods* Scary huh? 
~ Oooo we opened the temple ... dare we go in? 

~~~~~~ and here we stop for the night - see you guys tomorrow!!! ~~~~~~~~~~
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Saved just incase 
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One more save 
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The beginning (note that all other major posts will be in the thread, not here)

It was a cool and crisp morning. The birds of aqua and rose were busy hunting for
something to eat, and the owls, after a cool long night under the pale full moon, were
beginning to go into their phase of sleep. Overhead, the sky shimmered with many
graduating shades of pale rosey pink, soft lilac purple, apricot orange, creamy white
and a kiss of sky blue. Off to the west, the tiny diamond like stars still twinkle inside of
a deep grape and blueberry coloured sky, waiting for day to overcome them. The sun,
hiding behind a few wispy clouds, let its radiance shine down through the treetops and
onto the dew-filled berries that Bevelle was about to pick. It was standard for the lilac
and violet ruin-clad guardian to go out to gather what she needed for the day, even if it
was in her shiny long silken gown. Magic could have given her a way to shorten it, but
she believed that things were what they were with reason. Getting her to change the
length of her dress would take more then a simple walk in the woods to gather a few
berries. As she bent down to gather her berries, the guardian sighed. She couldn't see
why others were still asleep, even if the winds were a bit cool. Still covered in the
sparkle of the dew, the freshly picked berries stayed cupped in her hand while one by
one, she slowly began to consume them.

As the morning sun made its slow and steady climb into the sky; and the colours of the
area around it solidifying into shades of blue ranging from peacock to a pale sky, the air
began to warm up to a comfortable temperature. Bevelle made her way past the canopy
of the trees up to a mildly steep hill of spring green. The hill was covered with violets
and forget me nots, of which their blossoms opened as the warmth of the sun hugged
their petals. Along side the hill there was a long crystal clear river overlooking a
shallow waterfall. As the suns rays hit the water, the light danced inside, leaving the
dazzled water inside sparkling. It was on the edge of this hill where she sat down to
admire the view while polishing off the last of her sun-ripened berries.
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 you can all post now  
We wil begin the RP within 1 hour or so ... 
Feel free to begin posting your Introductory Forms!
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I would absolutly LOVE to join but I am not going to be here I am leaving at 22:40 PI time and I
will not be back for atleast 2 hours.

can I still join?
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O.O Ooooh, I need to go find someone/s I want to RP with! Yet another RP for me to get sucked
into. lol. *dashes off*
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of corse <3<3

I have a feeling that we wont be finished this Rp the same day  There will be time to join^^
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Awwwww, she's so cute! (Sleepy)

I'll pop my form in here 

Character Name: Lolita (Call Her Lollipop In The RP Though ;))
Image:

In depth description:
Lolita is the guardian of Dreams. Her soft, curly hair grows from platinum white to bright red and
then back to white again. She wears ribbons in them to contrast the colours of red against red
and, well, she thinks its cute. Her bright blue eys light up her small pale face, which is highlited by
her pink lips & cheeks. She wears a short peasent dress, because she think it is beautiful. She has
weaved it from sweet dreams and nightmares by herself, the dreams being the white, the
nightmares, red. She is rather small compared to some at just 5"3, but she will get there some
day. She tries to stay as true to her heritage as possible and wears some true japanese
shoes......from Primark.  just kidding, which her mother gave her before she died.
Personality:
Lolita (Although everybody calls her Lollipop) is not the sweetest of characters. Although she tries
her hardest to give everybody nice dreams, sometimes something slips through her fingers and
after seeing this she can become quite traumitised.But she has a sweet outershell. If you walked
up to her in the street she would say hello and smile, but nobody really knows what goes on inside
her head. Some people say that while her mother slept she passed through her dreams and saw
her die, other say she saw the man of her dreams in her sleep and knows he exists but cannot
reach him throughout her dreams. She is a tough cookie with a sharp temper, but if you get close

enough to her, she may let her heart out to you  

She hasn't many friends unfortunately, because nobody gives her a chance to reveal herself fully.
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Yay for Rping! *hugs Fae and Melody*

Character (adoptable) Name: Rainfire (please call her Rain)

Image:
In depth description: Rain is an unusual cat, her blue eyes and strange markings really single her
out among the natural looking cats of ITW.
personality: Clutzy and compassionate, Rain is brave and adventreous (although that can often
get her into sticky situations) she loves to explore and have fun, she is calm for the most part.

Character (adoptable) Name: Cleo

Image:
In depth description: The first Eqyptian themed gaurdian is here to rp! 
personality: Cleo is a mixture of feelings, on one hand she doesn't mind getting dirty, but she is
not too adventurous. She loves to chat and often notices things that others don't (it might come
from hanging out in the desert too much, got to watch out for snakes and scorpions). She hates
getting wet or cold.

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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hehe yes - this will be running for a few days - so just come and play when you can!  
No problem! 
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I would so like to join, but I am going to have to go back to the hospital where my mom is, as
soon as we can.
If I am able to, I will join.
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Character (adoptable) Name: Lunar Flare (Or Lunar for short)
Image:

In depth description: A lot about Lunar's appearance speaks of opposites. A crimson eye and an ice
blue one, black and white, leather-looking jacket and pants and an adorable plush dog, boots and
ribbons. Many of these things seem to contradict each other, but in reality, all of them reflect her
personality.

personality: Lunar tends to be both friendly and gentle, and sarcastic and cinical all at the same
time. She has a great dislike of people with attitudes, people with no common sense whatsoever,
and people who just can't seem to understand what's going on. Lunar has a very dry sense of
humor, and uses sarcasm frequently (even unintentionally sometimes). However, around those
she cares about she seems to be a completely different person. Kind, loving, caring, helpful. You
just need to be on her good side, and she'll show you just how nice she can be.
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I would so like to join, but I am going to have to go back to the hospital where my mom is, as soon as we can.
If I am able to, I will join.

Tell her "Fae says she loves you" please for me hun  I hope everything is going well for her!
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i have to go but have fun everyone!
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Character Name: Binalie Cloe Talbot (Nickname: Alie)
Character Physical Description: 
Alie is short, only 5 foot. Still, people mistake her for being older than she really is. Her average
age guessed is three years older than her actual age. She has a face that looks like a dolls, but it is
matured, as if she has been though great ordeals. Her hair is tossled amber waves. Her skin is pale
and freckled. They run lightly across her nose and cheekbones, very hard to notice. Her eyes are a
startling dark brown, with specks of light brown and green. Her mother has bought her contacts so
she can show them off; People tell her they are the best aspect of her body, but she prefers to
wear her round black glasses instead. She has an hourglass figure, and is on the slimmer side. 
Personality:
She used to be very shy, but when she was fifteen she met someone that changed her life. When
she is around people, she can be friendly with everyone. She has the image of the sweet girl, but
what many do not know is that when she is angry, she has the sharpest mouth any of them
would ever see. To peoples surprise, she is very brave, and doesn't like to be in the 'incrowd'. For
example, if she is invited to some big party that everyone would be at, and invited to go take a
midnight stroll (perferably in the woods) on the same night, she would pick the walk in a second's
time. She is most at home in nature. Her favorite place in the world is a secret field that only
herself and a few other people know about.
if a guardian - what are they the guardian of: Please explain this.
Extra Information-
Relationships
She usually falls for younger people, both boys and girls. She finds herself falling for the so called
"bad ones", you know... The ones that when people walk by, they glance over their shoulders, just
to make sure. She isn't very experienced, but by being with only two people in the past, that is
understandable. She doesn't fall for just anyone. If she is even thinking about the person in a way
other than friends, they are extreamly special to her.
Siblings
She has two younger siblings, ten year old twins. Their names are Kira Meagan Talbolt and Wyatt
Justen Talbolt.
Power (If powers are okay to use?)
Alie can hurt people with just a thought, to the point of killing them. A few months before her
13th birthday, she accidently killed her parent's murderer. She is very disturbed by this. Another
aspect of her power is that can also heal a person, they can be on their death bed and she can
bring them back to full health. She is hoping to find a way to destroy her first power compleatly,
and still be able to keep her second. She isn't sure if she can do this, because it seems like they
are linked together as one. Her younger sister, Kira, also has a power. She has the ability to see
when someone is in trouble by visions. Kira's twin, Wyatt, knows when her visions are going to
happen even before Kira herself. Alie thinks that is his power, though it could be argued for being a
'twin thing'.

To all the people who say I'm 'different'- You're 100% incorrect, I'm just original.
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Character (adoptable) Name:Lalita, Guardian on Innocents 

Image:
In depth description:Lalita is the sweetest child guardian you can meet, in fact she is currently
the only one you can meet. She is the essence of a child. She see things as they are, simple and
wonderful. She has a wild imagination, and often has many friends around her. She can be seen
talking to herself quite often.
Personality: Sweet, kind and simple. She has the mind of a child and always finds the fun in any
stiuation.
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Rainfire-Cleo is beaaaaauuutifull <333
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Character (adoptable) Name: Glow

Image: 
In depth description: Glow is purple with red and black ZZ. Her paws and part of her ears are black.
Her eyes are black as night. Her chest, stomach and tail are all white. She wears a black ribbon
with a black flower on it that she found when she was younger. She has a red glow around her,
which is where she got her name. 
personality: Glow is a sweet rabbit, she'd do anything to help her friends. She's quick to trust.
Some people think she's to quick to trust, but she doesn't see that as a bad thing. She can be
stubborn sometimes, but she does what she thinks is right. She doesn't really like going out at
night because the glow around her makes it hard for her to hide.
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Character (adoptable) Name: Matthew "Chain" Kale (Call Him Chain if you Please)

Image:
In depth description: Chain is quite the character when it comes to wardrobe. His mish-mosh of
red and black patterned suit's are quite average considering that he loves what he represents.
Dispite the fact that he is the reason you stare your worst sub-chonchious fears in the eye when
the moon shows it's face he is quite a kind and shy person, ironic eh? As cold as he may seem he
is the type of person that would be excelent to have on your side when it comes to sticky
situations, considering he would protect those he loves with every fiber of his being. 
personality: Chain is quite shy and kind for what he represents as a guardian but he is quite
talkitive. He loves to carry on conversation with others as long as he can keep them entertained
as well as him self. As cold as his eyes may seem they are full of compassion and he has never
harmed a fly, unless you count the many times he has caused his nighmaric victims to wake up
screaming in the middle of the night, but hey when you have to do something it can't be avoided. 

Character (adoptable) Name: Maji

Image:
In depth description: Maji owns nothing what so ever that is considered 'Dressy'. The most
formal item he owns is the necklace around his neck that he never takes off. Maji is the type to
just dress causal for any event weather it may be a extravagant ball, a formal school dance or just
a random trip to a party. He lives by the idea of 'Be proud of your apperence'. Casual is just the
kind of clothing that he loves and is proud to wear. 
personality: Maji acts as if many people possess hiim at once considering his mood can change in
an istant. One moment he can be happy, the next he can be the most sarcastic thing you have
ever heard, but he is always the type to hang around people that love converstion (EX: Chain 
) No matter how hard you attempt to change the subject of conversation Maji will always find a
way to get back to the original line of conversation you first started with him.

Trust me this time I shall be more social in this RP. I was quite inexperienced and nervous with
the other RP considering it was my first adoptabul RP  Either way can't wait to start 
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Character Name:Crow (Crow)

Image:
In depth description:
Crow is a handsome young male wolf. He is mainly gray, with a black raccoon mask and matching
tips. The middle of his legs are pure white. He was scarred during battle, making scars cover his
entire right side. He is Raven's body guard, and has been since she saved him. He guards her
during the day, when she is asleep. Crow is stronger than he looks, and extremely serious at
times. However, he has violent mood swings. His eyes are black like the tips on his ears and tail.
personality:
Serious for the most part, but has many violent mood swings. He is not a coward at all, and is not
easily offended. My advice? Do not offend him if you value your life. Just saying.

Character Name:Midnight Goddess, Guardian of Midnight (Raven)

Image:
In depth description:
Raven has amazing feathered wings. Her wings are purple, fading into blue, and then back into
purple. She cannot fly even using these wings. Her black dress has white sparkles down the front
most part of it. At the hem of her dress are dark purple runes, which are mixed in with sparkles as
well. She has pure black hair that comes cascading down her back in long, beautiful ringlets. The
frills inside her dress are dark blue, as is the skirt-like outer covering. Her eyes are a deep purple,
similar to grapes. The ribbons in her hair, which wind around her ringlets, complete the ensemble.
personality:
Raven tends to be happy, but rather reserved. She is nocturnal as well, due to the sun hurting her
eyes. This makes her social life rather limited. Luckily for her, Crow guards her during the day.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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So uhm... >___> How many characters can we use again?
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Working on mine, slowly but surely. X3
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Rainfire-Cleo is beaaaaauuutifull <333

<3

^^ Thanks. 

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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So uhm... >___> How many characters can we use again?

as many as you enjoy   
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Character Name: Akuru
Image:

In depth description: Guardian of Deletion. Sweet red head who has a knack for deleting
anything she can. Don't let her get her hands on a computer, or else she wipe off everything in its
memory. Her blue eyes are large an as innocent as a child's. Her hair is a brilliant ruby red that is
held back with her black headband. In the headband are special white roses that she treasures
deeply. Her angel wings are tainted black with red tips, but this doesn't seem to affect her child-
like behavior. She wears a black and grey lolita outfit with matching black boots with red ribbon
laces. 
Personality: She's easily distracted and barely says a word. Shy does not quite describe her, she
just doesn't know to behave with other people. She usually only utters out her name, Akuru, or
"delete" and nothing else. It will be quite shocking to get anything else out from the girl. She's not
very intelligent, for her mind for the most part operates on "deleting." She partly understand what
others say, and wants to learn.

Character Name: Dakota (uncerted)
Image:

In depth description: The spelling-bee. Her bright emerald eyes shine with intelligence, her
fuzzy yellow antennae bounce on her head. Her poofy black hair is cut short and faint freckles can
be seen across the bridge of her nose, her skin fair. She wears a bee-themed outfit, where her
colors are all yellow and black, including her striped socks and gloves that are accessories with
black ribbons. No, she does not wear shoes. Instead, she also comes with a small black stinger as
well as a pair of bee-like wings.
Personality: Being the Guardian of Spelling, she may randomly ask for others to spell certain
words. She is extremely intelligent, and is willing to teach someone who struggles with spelling.
She is considered fairly bossy, but is friendly at first. She is the bold type that will go up to anyone
and make conversation. If there's a crowd, she may do a small spelling contest for entertainment.
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So uhm... >___> How many characters can we use again?

as many as you enjoy   

So if I am an owner and want to RP an ITW that I make up (don't actually have) can I use a Non-
Owner forum?

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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Quote Splashes:

Quote Sweet November:

Quote SplitX:

Quote faerain:

Quote SplitX:
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